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The interpolation of spatially aliased and irregularly sam
pled seismic data and the enhancement 01 the signal-to
noise ratio of sections contaminated by noise are prob
lems wh ich can be solved by the application of pattern 
recognition techniques. 

Any procedure performing seismic pattern recognition must 
be able to 
• detect crossing events, eg reflections superimposed by 

diffractions 
• detect events of low coherency in noisy parts of the sec

tion 
• handle very steep dips 
• distinguish between real eve,nts and "alias dips", eg 

caused by cyclic layering, 
Consequently a robust but sensitive algorithm is required, 

Application I: Interpolation 

Spatially aliased seismic data must be interpolated to a finer 
grid to ensure correct migration results. Knowing the dip , a 
simple linear interpolation along the dip is appropriate for 
interpolating the data to realize any desired trace spacing . 
The question then arises as to what extent data may be spa
tially undersampled and still ensure a correct reconstruction 
of the section by pattern recognition and interpolation. The 
answer depends on the properties of the data recorded , eg 
signaHo-noise ratio, curvature of events and amount of dip, 
and , of course, on the quality of the algorithm used . 

Fig . 1 shows an example of marine data with a trace spacing of 
25 m. The section contains all the features for testing the 
capabilities of the dip analysis: curved events , crossing 
events ; steep dips and a poor signaHo-noise ratio in the 
lower part of the section. 
Everyfourth trace ofthis section (Fig. 2) was used as the input 
to dip analysis and subsequent interpolation. Although a 
human interpreter would not be able to reconstruct most parts 
of the original section fro"m the data in Fig . 2, the result of 
interpolation (Fig . 3) is quite acceptable. 
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Fig. 1: Recorded data, trace spacing 25 m 

The solution presented here is based on the characterization 
of the "seismic pattern " by the attributes "Iocal dip " and 
"coherency" associated to the local dip, The algorithm has 
been shown to have the desired properties, Thus the seismic 
pattern is recognized by an estimate of local dip and coher
ency, a procedure we briefly call "dip analysis ". 
The first step of this dip analysis is simply to detect the coher
ent parts of the seismic data using multi-trace crosscorrela
tion , For every sampie of the input section up to three dips are 
picked. In a subsequent step this field of "raw" dips is ana
Iysed and edited by means of artificial intelligence. As this 
second step is used the first step can t;>e run with a very high 
sensitivity for detecting even those events with very low 
coherencies. Thus the algorithm can handle data recorded on 
coarse and irregular grids as weil as noisy data, 
The output of the dip analysis are data sets containing multi
ple dips (see front page) and coherencies for every sam pie of 
the input section. These may then be used for in terpolation 
and/or coherency filtering . 

When evaluating the result it should be noted that uncorre
lated noise cannot be interpolated, and that the algorithm has 
suppressed the steeply dipping noise in the lower part of the 
section so that the interpolation output looks somewhat 
"smooth" . However, it is important to mention that every 
fourth trace in Fig . 3 is identical to the corresponding original 
trace in Fig. l Experience has shown that the data quality in 
Fig . 3 is sufficient to obtain a correct 3D migration . Neverthe
less for 20 surveys the "equal izing" effect of a 3D migration 
cannot be utilized, so that undetected (and therefore not 
reconstructed) parts of diffractions, eg in the central part of 
Fig, 3 around 560 ms, may lead to incorrectly imaged faults . 
In this case data must be recorded over a finer grid . 
Taking every third trace (Fig . 4) of the original data set for the 
input, the result of dip analysis and interpolation (Fig . 5) 
becomes more detailed . Small features such as those men
tioned above are recovered . 
Even the section containing every other trace (Fig . 6) of the 
original data set shows spatial aliasing of several events so 
that "intelligent" interpolation is required prior to migration. 
Except for a slightly enhanced signal-to-noise ratio the result 
of interpolation (Fig , 7) is equivalent to the original data set. 
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Fig.2: Recorded data, trace spacing 100 m 
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Fig. 4: Recorded data, trace spacing 75 m 
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Fig. 6: Recorded data, trace spacing 50 m 
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Fig. 3: Interpolation 100 m to 25 m 
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Fig. 5: Interpolation 75 m 10 25 m 
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Fig. 7: Interpolation 50 m 10 25 m 



Fig. 8: Stacked data 

Application 11: Coherency filtering 

Using the dips and coherencies fram the dip analysis, an 
enhancement of the signaHo-noise ratio can be achieved by 
replacing every sampie of the input section by a coherency
weighted average of a number of laterally adjacent sam pies 
along the estimated dip. This yields a "reference" section. 
The extent of the noise suppression can be tuned by a subse
quent (time-and-space variant) weighted vertical stack of 
input and reference section. 
In our opinlon any coherenoy filtering should be performed 
before migration , otherwise a "smearing" of fault edges and 
other unwanted effects might occur. However, if a coherency 
filter is to be run before migration it must be able to enhance 
not only the reflection events but also all diffractions in the 
section so as to avoid incorrectly imaged faults or "smiles" in 
the migrated sections. 

Fig. 8 shows a section fram a 3D land survey where the 
signal-to-noise ratio varies from very good to very poor. The 
dip analysis and subsequentcoherencyfilterwere run in two
step mode on this data set. Initially reference sections are 
generated corresponding to all inline sections, followed by 
weighted stacking of these two data sets. The result was used 
to generate reference sections for all crossline sections, and 
a weighted vertical stack of the latter two data sets formed the 
output of the signal enhancement pracedure. 
The result (Fig. 9) shows a significant impravement of data 
quality; it especially shows that strangly curved diffractions of 
low coherency are detected and enhanced , and that crass
dips are resolved correctly (eg in the central region of the salt 
dome at 500 - 1200 ms). The corresponding 3D-migrated 
line is shown in Fig. 10. It should be noted that the estimated 
dips could also have beeh used to interpolate the data to a 
finer grid to avoid the dispersion effects caused by spatial 
aliasing on the right-hand side of the salt dome. 



Fig. 9: Result 0/ coherency filter 
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Fig. 10: Migration 0/ coherency filtered data 
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